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Text: "I thank God...for your partnership in the gospel from the first day
until now" (Phil. 1:4,5).

Sixty-one years ago Trans World Airlines (commonly known as TWA)
was fighting for its life. They owned none of the air mail carrier routes
which kept other airlines profitable. Aggressive commercial service was
their only hope to survive. The company relied on Ford and Fokker
trimotors (largely built out of wood) to carry passengers long distances.
Even so, people hardly traveled by air. The planes were uncomfortable,
noisy, cramped, and expensive. Furthermore, with a top speed of only 100
miles per hour, they were barely faster than trains.

On March 31, 1931, a disaster happened which nearly ruined TWA,
yet ultimately changed the entire airline industry forever. One of TWA's
Fokker trimotors plunged out of the sky into a Kansas pasture and among
the seven who died in the crash was Knute Rockney the legendary football
coach of Notre Dame. An investigation found that the wood which
supported the wings of the trimotor had rotted and the stress of flight
caused it to give way. This was something that could not have been
discovered in the routine inspections performed before flight. TWA had
three choices. Continue on their present course and hope for a business
miracle to come their way. Fold up their organization and go home. Or,
boldly press beyond the boundaries of their present operating procedure
and try a new approach.

About a year and a half later TWA Vice President Jack Frye wrote a
letter challenging aircraft manufacturers across the country to produce an
all metal passenger plane which would have many ground breaking
implications. Among them would be the capability to take off with one
engine shut down and, with all engines, hold a minimum top speed of 185
miles per hour. To make a long story short, Donald Douglas's airplane
company, which had never before manufactured a commercial airliner, rose
to the- challenge. The result of TWA's plea for help and Douglas's response
were the first Douglas Commercial airliners otherwise known as DCs.
Throughout the 1930s TWA made airline history and shattered flight
records with their fleet of DC-2s and DC-3s. In fact, the DC-3 is such a good
airplane it is still found in service today for many airlines around the
world.

The point of this whole story, for today's sermon, is that in order to
survive TWA was willing to reach out and touch something new. They








